Find these hidden words with Miss Kiss!

Kisses  Hugs
Miss Kiss  Wrapped
Milk Chocolate  Kiss
Caramel  Plume
Special Dark  Foil

R D Q Q H K S C Y L D M H D S V L
S P E C I A L D A R K I I E H H N
R A F S U U A K E L H S S P U J E
X P S L I O F M C L D S O P G X J
T U E U A A U H U D I K I A S E A
E T A L O C O H C K L I M R W A S
U P Y S M R M I K U R S F W M U M
T G M L E M A R A C Q S P L U M E
T E A D E G D Z F P B X S M H P S
The chocolate is made and ready for delivery! Can you help the truck get to Chocolate World?
Find these hidden words with Reese!

Reese  White Chocolate
Peanut Butter  Dark Chocolate
Cups  Miniature Cups
Reese’s Pieces  Orange
Chocolate
Hershey and Miss Kiss need to meet Reese for the Chocolate World Tour Ride. Can you help them find their way?
MISS KISS LOVES BAKING FRESH COOKIES INSIDE HERSHEY'S CHOCOLATE WORLD!